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Abstract—The user review data have been demonstrated to be effective in solving different recommendation problems. Previous
review-based recommendation methods usually employ sophisticated compositional models such as Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to learn semantic representations from the review data for recommendation.
However, these methods mainly capture the local and consecutive dependency between neighbouring words in a word window.
Therefore, they may not be effective in capturing the long-term, non-consecutive, and global dependency between words coherently. In
this paper, we propose a novel review-based recommendation model, named Review Graph Neural Network (RGNN). Specifically,
RGNN builds a specific review graph for each individual user/item, where nodes represent the review words and edges describe the
connection types between words. A type-aware graph attention mechanism is developed to learn semantic embeddings of words.
Moreover, a personalized graph pooling operator is proposed to learn hierarchical representations of the review graph to form the
semantic representation for each user/item. We compared RGNN with state-of-the-art review-based recommendation approaches on
real datasets. The experimental results indicate that RGNN usually outperforms baseline methods in terms of mean square error.
Index Terms—Review-based Recommendation, Hierarchical Graph Representation Learning, Graph Neural Networks.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
W ITH the explosive growth of online information andcontents, recommendation systems are playing an
increasingly important role in various scenarios, e.g., E-
commerce websites and online social media platforms. In
the last decades, various techniques [1], [2] have been pro-
posed to solve different recommendation problems, for ex-
ample top-N item recommendation [3], [4], business rating
prediction [5], point-of-interests recommendation [6], [7],
[8], cross-domain recommendation [9], and diversified item
recommendation [10], [11]. Despite many research efforts
have been devoted to developing recommendation systems,
existing methods may still suffer from the data sparsity
problem. To remedy this problem, various types of side
information have been incorporated into the recommenda-
tion systems, e.g., users’ social relationships [12], the item
knowledge graph [13], and the users’ reviews on items [14].
In this work, we focus on exploiting the user review data
which usually describe users’ preferences and also include
their interests on different aspects of items.
Conventional review-based recommendation methods
incorporate topic modeling techniques, e.g., Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [15] and word embedding model [16],
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with matrix factorization to jointly learn semantic latent
factors for users and items [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. Re-
cently, the rapid development of deep learning motivates
the applications of different neural compositional models,
e.g., Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Recurrent
Neural Network (RNN), to incorporate the review data for
recommendation [22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. In addition, there
also exists some recent work performing sentiment analysis
on the review data to learn aspect-based representations for
both users and items [27], [28]. These review-based recom-
mendation methods mainly focuses on the rating prediction
problem. Following these work, we also focus on the rating
prediction task in this paper.
Despite the successes of existing review-based recom-
mendation methods, they may suffer from some of the
following limitations. Firstly, the methods that only consider
document-level co-occurrences of words [17], [18] can only
capture the global-level semantic information. They usually
ignore the word orders and the local context of words.
Secondly, the word embedding and neural compositional
models are effective in capturing the local context informa-
tion from neighboring words in a word window. However,
they may be insufficient to capture the long-term, global,
and non-consecutive dependency between words (e.g., the
relationship between words in a user’s reviews on different
items). Thirdly, most existing methods use the same model
to learn the representations of all users and items, with-
out considering the specific characteristics of an individual
user/item.
To overcome above limitations, we propose a novel
review-based recommendation method, namely Review
Graph Neural Network (RGNN). The contributions made
in this paper are summarized as follows.
• We propose to build a directed review graph to describe
all the reviews of a user/item, where nodes represent
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2the words and edges describe the co-occurrences and
order relationships between words.
• We develop the type-aware graph attention (TGAT)
mechanism to learn the word embeddings, by aggre-
gating the context information from neighboring words
and considering the word orders.
• Moreover, we also develop the personalized graph
pooling (PGP) operator to generate the hierarchical rep-
resentations of the user/item review graph, considering
the user/item-specific properties. PGP is able to select
different informative words for different users/items,
based on the intuition that the same word may have
different semantic informativeness with respect to dif-
ferent users/items.
• To demonstrate the effectiveness of RGNN, we per-
form extensive experiments on five real datasets, com-
pared with state-of-the-art review-based recommenda-
tion methods.
The remaining parts of this work are organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we review the most relevant existing
work. Then, in Section 3, we introduce the details of the
proposed recommendation model. Next, Section 4 reports
the experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
work and discusses the potential future work directions.
2 RELATED WORK
This section reviews existing work about review-based rec-
ommendation, graph neural networks, and graph pooling.
2.1 Review-based Recommendation Methods
Traditional review-based recommendation methods employ
topic modeling techniques on the review data to learn
latent feature distributions of users and items. For example,
McAuley and Leskovec [17] proposed the HFT model that
learns the latent factors of users and items from review texts
by a LDA model. Guang et al. [19] proposed the RMR model
that combines the topic model with a mixture of Gaussian
models to improve the recommendation accuracy. In [18],
Bao et al. employed non-negative matrix factorization to de-
rive topics of each review, and a transform function to align
the topic distributions with corresponding latent user/item
factors. In [20], Tan et al. proposed a rating-boosted method
that combines textural reviews with users’ sentiment orien-
tations to learn more accurate topic distributions.
The quick development of deep learning motivates the
application of deep learning techniques to extract semantic
information from the review data and build the end-to-
end recommendation models. For instance, Wang et al. [22]
proposed the pioneer work that employs stacked denoising
autoencoders (SDAE) to learn deep representations from
review contents, and probabilistic matrix factorization to
model users’ rating behaviors. Zheng et al. [23] proposed
the DeepCoNN model employing CNN to extract seman-
tic information from the user reviews, and factorization
machine to capture the interactions between the user and
item features. Recently, the attention mechanism is applied
to further improve the recommendation accuracy. In [24],
Chen et al. extracted the review representation using CNN,
and scored each review through an attention mechanism to
learn informative user and item representations. In [29], Wu
et al. utilized CNN with attention mechanism to highlight
relevant semantic information by jointly considering the
reviews written by a user and the reviews written to an item.
Moreover, Lu et al. [30] proposed to jointly learn the user and
item information from ratings and reviews by optimizing
matrix factorization and an attention-based GRU (i.e., Gated
Recurrent Unit) network. Liu et al. [25] proposed the dual
attention mutual learning between ratings and reviews for
recommendation. They used both local and mutual atten-
tion of the CNN to jointly learn review representations for
improving the model interpretability. Wu et al. [31] utilized
three attention networks to learn representations of sen-
tence, review, and user/item in turn, and a graph attention
network to model user-item interactions. To incorporate the
user/item characteristics, Liu et al. [26] applied a personal-
ized attention model to learn personalized representations
of users and items from the review data. In addition, there
are some aspect-based recommendation models [27], [28]
that apply aspect-based representation learning to automat-
ically detect the most important parts of a review, and jointly
learn the aspect, user, and item representations.
2.2 Graph Neural Networks
The graph neural networks (GNNs) extend deep learning
techniques to process the graph data. Two main categories
of GNN methods are recurrent graph neural networks and
graph convolutional neural networks [32].
The pioneer GNN methods are about recurrent graph
neural networks, which learn the representation of a node
by propagating its neighborhood information in an iterative
manner until convergence. For example, in [33], the node’s
states are updated by exchanging its neighborhood informa-
tion recurrently before satisfying the convergence criterion.
Gallicchio and Micheli [34] improve the training efficiency
of [33] by generalizing the echo state network to graph
domains. Moreover, Li et al. [35] propose the gate graph
neural networks (GGNN) which employs a gated recurrent
unit as the recurrent function. This method no longer needs
parameter constraints to ensure convergence.
The graph convolutional neural networks (GCNs) gen-
eralize the convolution operation from grid data to graph
data. Existing GCN methods usually fall into two groups,
i.e., spectral-based methods and spatial-based methods. The
spectral-based methods define convolution from the per-
spective of graph signal processing. For example, Bruna et
al. [36] employs the eigen decomposition of the graph Lapla-
cian and defines the convolution in the Fourier domain.
To reduce computational complexity, Defferrard et al. [37]
approximate the convolutional filters by Chebyshey poly-
nomials of the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Then, Kipf
and Welling [38] developed a simpler convolutional archi-
tecture by the first-order approximation of the CheNet [37].
The spatial-based methods directly operate on the graph
and propagate node information along edges. For instance,
Micheli [39] proposes to directly sum up a node’s neighbor-
hood information and applies residual connection to mem-
orize information over each layer. Atwood and Towsley [40]
treat the graph convolution as a diffusion process, and they
assume there is a certain transition probability from a node
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Fig. 1: The overall framework of the proposed RGNN model.
to its neighbor. As the number of neighbors of nodes varies,
Hamilton et al. [41] propose the GraphSage model which
samples a fixed number of neighbors for each node and
utilizes three different aggregators (e.g., LSTM) to aggregate
the neighbors’ feature information. In [42], Velicˇkovic´ et al.
propose the graph attention networks (GAT) that assumes
the contributions of neighbor nodes to the central node are
different. The multi-head attention mechanism is performed
to calculate the importance of different neighbors. Moreover,
Zhang et al. [43] employ a self-attention mechanism to
compute an additional attention score for each attention
head. In the recent work [44], Xu et al. identify the graph
structures that cannot be distinguished by popular GNN
methods, and propose the Graph Isomorphism Network
(GIN) which uses a learnable parameter to adjust the weight
of the central node.
2.3 Graph Pooling
The pooling operation usually helps provide better per-
formance in graph representation tasks. Earlier pooling
methods are mainly based on the deterministic graph clus-
tering algorithms [45], [46], which are less flexible. The
recent graph pooling methods can be divided into two
groups: spectral and non-spectral methods. The spectral
pooling methods [47], [48] employ laplace matrix and eigen-
decomposition to capture the graph topology. However,
these methods are not scalable to large graph, due to high
computation complexity. Thus, a lot of research attentions
have been attracted to develop the non-spectral pooling
methods, which can be further divided into global and hier-
archical pooling methods. The global pooling methods [49],
[50] pool the representations of all nodes at one step. For
example, Vinyals et al. [49] propose the Set2Set model that
aggregates nodes information by combining LSTM with a
content-based attention mechanism. Zhang et al. [50] de-
velop the SortPool model that first sorts nodes according
to their features and then concatenates the embedding of
sorted nodes to summarize the graph. Differing from the
global pooling methods, the hierarchical pooling methods
aim to learn hierarchical graph representations. For exam-
ple, Ying et al. [51] propose the first end-to-end differentiable
pooling operator, named DiffPool, which learns a dense
soft clustering assignment matrix of nodes by GNN. The
gPool [52], [53] and SAGPool [54] pooling operators utilize
a node-scoring procedure to select a set of top ranked nodes
to form an induced graph from original graph. Moreover,
Diehl [55] proposes a hard pooling method called EdgePool,
which is developed based on edge contraction. In [56],
Ranjan et al. utilize a self-attention mechanism to capture
the importance of each node. This method learns a sparse
soft cluster assignment for nodes to pool the graph. In [57],
Zhang et al. propose a non-parametric pooling operation
using a structure learning mechanism with sparse attention
to learn a refined graph structure that preserves the key
substructure in original graph.
3 THE PROPOSED RECOMMENDATION MODEL
This work focuses on exploiting users’ review data for
recommendation. For each user u, the set of her reviews is
denoted by Su = {s1u, s2u, · · · , sMuu }, where stu denotes the t-
th review of user u, and Mu denotes the number of reviews
generated by the user u. Similarly, let Ti = {τ1i , τ2i , · · · , τNii }
denote the reviews of each item i, where Ni denotes the
number of reviews generated on the item i, and τ ti denotes
the t-th review of item i. Note that each review may con-
sist of multiple text sentences. In addition, we denote the
4observed rating given by the user u on the item i by yui,
and the set of all observed user-item rating pairs by D. For
a word x, we denote its embedding by x ∈ R1×d0 , where
d0 denotes the dimensionality of the latent semantic space.
Moreover, we use eu ∈ R1×d1 and ei ∈ R1×d1 to denote the
embedding of user u and item i, respectively, where d1 is
the dimensionality of latent rating space.
The overall framework of the proposed RGNN model is
summarized in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 1, RGNN con-
tains three components, i.e., the User-Net, Item-Net, and a
prediction layer. The User-Net and Item-Net are two parallel
networks used to learn semantic representations for users
and items, respectively. The prediction layer is developed
based on factorization machine (FM) [58], which aims to
predict the rating scores by considering the interactions
between learned semantic features. Both User-Net and Item-
Net consist of the following three modules:
• The review graph construction module builds the re-
view graph for each user and item, considering the
review words as nodes in the graph and capturing the
co-occurrence and order relationships between words.
• The graph representation learning module applies a
type-aware graph attention network (TGAT) and per-
sonalized graph pooling operator (PGP) to extract the
user/item-specific hierarchical representations from the
entire review graph.
• Moreover, the feature fusion module integrates the hier-
archical representations of the user/item review graph
and the user/item embedding to form the semantic
representation for the user/item.
As User-Net and Item-Net only differ in their inputs, we
only introduce the details of User-Net in the following
sections. The same procedure is applied to the Item-Net.
3.1 Review Graph Construction
In the literature, various graph based methods have been
proposed to process the text data [59], which aim to capture
the inherent dependence between words. Here, we utilize
the graph-of-words method [60] to construct the review
graph with preserving the word orders. For the reviews Su
of the user u, we firstly apply the phrase pre-processing
techniques such as tokenization and text cleaning to select
keywords of each review in Su. Then, all reviews in Su
can be encoded into an un-weighted and directed graph,
where nodes represent words and edges describe the co-
occurrences between words within a sliding window with
fixed size ω. Note that we define the word windows con-
sidering the positions of selected keywords in the original
text.
Intuitively, the order information of words in the text
may help capture the sentiment information [61]. For ex-
ample, the phrases “not really good” and “really not good”
convey different levels of negative sentiment information,
which is only caused by the word orders. To preserve the
orders of words in the review, we define three types of
edges in the review graph: forward type, backward type,
and self-loop type (respectively denoted by ef , eb, and es).
We denote the set of edge type by R = {ef , eb, es}. In
a review stu ∈ Su, if the selected keyword (i.e., node) x2
appears before the selected keyword x1 and the distance
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Fig. 2: An example of constructing graph for the review “My
son likes this beautiful looking football”. The words “son”,
“likes”, “beautiful”, “looking”, and “football” are selected
as nodes. Empirically, we set the window size ω to 3 for
edge building.
between x1 and x2 in the original text of stu is less than
ω, we construct an edge E(x2, x1) from x2 to x1 and set the
type of edge E(x2, x1) as ef . Moreover, we also construct an
edge E(x1, x2) from x1 to x2 and set the type of E(x1, x2)
as eb. In the rare situation where the word x2 may appear
both before and after the word x1, we randomly set the
type of edge E(x1, x2) as ef or eb. In the experiments, we
empirically set ω to 3. To consider the information of the
word itself (e.g., x1), we add a self-loop edge at each word
(e.g., E(x1, x1)) and set the edge type as es. This trick also
helps define the attention score in Eq. (1).
Figure 2 shows an example about constructing the re-
view graph for the review “My son likes this beautiful
looking football”, where the words “son”, “likes”, “beau-
tiful”, “looking”, and “football” are selected as keywords
to build the review graph. In the original review text, the
distance between “son” and “likes” is 1 which is less than
ω. Thus, we construct an edge from “son” to “likes” and set
the edge type as ef . Moreover, we also construct an edge
from “likes” to “son” and set the edge type as eb. However,
the distance between “son” and “beautiful” in original text
is 3, which is not smaller than the windows size (ω = 3).
Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, there is no connection
between the selected keywords “son” and “beautiful”.
For each user u, we denote her review graph by Gu =
{Xu, Eu}, where Xu denotes the set of nodes (i.e., selected
keywords) and Eu denotes the set of node-edge-node triples
(xh, er, xt). Here, er is type of the edge connecting from
node xt to xh, which is one of the three edge types
defined above. Similarly, we can build the review graph
Gi = {Xi, Ei} for each item i.
3.2 Hierarchical Graph Representation Learning
After completing the construction of review graph Gu, we
employ the representation learning procedure as shown
in Figure 3 to learn hierarchical representations of Gu, by
repeating the TGAT and PGP operations multiple times. In
this section, we introduce the details of the operations in the
`-th representation learning layer, where the input graph
is G`u = {X `u, E`u}. Suppose G`u has K`u nodes. Then, we also
use an adjacency matrix A`u ∈ RK
`
u×K`u and a feature matrix
X`u ∈ RK
`
u×d0 to describe G`u. If there exists an edge between
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Fig. 3: The procedure of hierarchical graph representation learning.
two nodes x1 and x2 in G`u, we set A`u[x1, x2] to 1, and set
to 0, otherwise. Each row in X`u(x1, :) denotes the feature of
the node x1.
3.2.1 Type-aware Graph Attention Network
In the reviews, the semantic meaning of a word can be en-
riched by its neighboring words, which can be considered as
the dependency between a node and its neighboring nodes
in the review graph. At the `-th representation learning
layer, for a node xh in the graph G`u, we denote its neighbor-
hood in the graph byN `h = {xt|(xh, er, xt) ∈ E`u}. Note that
N `h also includes the node xh, because there exists an self-
loop edge at each node in the review graph. A type-aware
attention mechanism is developed to effectively aggregate
the information of neighboring words, considering the types
of connecting edges. Following [42], we define the attention
weight a`(xh, er, xt) of a neighboring node xt ∈ N `h as,
a`(xh, er, xt) =
exp[pi`(xh, er, xt)]∑
xt˜∈N `h exp[pi
`(xh, er˜, xt˜)]
, (1)
where pi`(xh, er, xt) is implemented by the following rela-
tional attention mechanism,
pi`(xh, er, xt) = LeakyReLU
[
(x`hW
`
1)(x
`
tW
`
2 + e
`
rW
`
3)
>].
(2)
Here, W`1,W
`
2,W
`
3 ∈ Rd0×d0 are three different weight
matrices used for the linear transformations of the node and
edge embeddings. x`h,x
`
t, e
`
r ∈ R1×d0 are the embeddings of
xh, xt, and er at the `-th layer. The attention weights indicate
which neighboring node should contribute more to the
central node, when aggregating neighborhood information.
Then, we can compute the linear combination of neighbors
as follows,
x¯`h =
∑
xt∈N `h
a`(xh, er, xt)x
`
tW
`
4, (3)
where W`4 ∈ Rd0×d0 denotes the transform matrix. A
feature matrix X¯`u ∈ RK
`
u×d0 is used to denote the output
of TGAT. Each row of X¯`u corresponds to the feature of a
node x in G`u, computed by Eq. (3). Then, X¯`u will be used
as the input of the PGP operation at the `-th representation
learning layer.
Compared with the methods using CNN to extract se-
mantic information, the proposed TGAT operation can not
only capture the global contextual word information from
all the reviews of a user/item, but also specify varying im-
portance weights to different contextual words. In addition,
we explicitly incorporate the edge type er into the attention
mechanism, which encodes word order information during
aggregating neighboring contextual word information.
3.2.2 Personalized Graph Pooling
The graph pooling operation plays an important role in
learning graph representations. Various hierarchical graph
pooling methods have been proposed to adaptively se-
lect a subset of important nodes to form a smaller sub-
graph [52], [53], [54], [56], [57]. However, these methods
ignore the user/item-specific properties of an individual
user/item, thus they are not suitable to learn the review
graph representation for recommendation. In practice, dif-
ferent users may emphasize different aspects of items. For
example, some users are most interested in the item price,
while some other users may be more interested in the item
quality. Similarly, the most important properties of different
items may also be different. Therefore, it is intuitively that
the same word may have different importance to different
users/items. Motivated by this intuition, we propose the
personalized graph pooling operator to capture the impor-
tant nodes (i.e., words) for each user/item.
For the user u, we first use a Multilayer Perceptron
(MLP) to generate her personalized measurement vector θlu
for measuring the importance of nodes at the `-th represen-
tation learning layer,
θ`u = ReLU
(
euW
`
5 + b
`
5
)
, (4)
where W`5 ∈ Rd1×d0 and b`5 ∈ R1×d0 are the weight matrix
and bias term of MLP at the `-th pooling layer. The proposed
pooling operation begins by computing an importance score
β`h for each node xh ∈ X `u as follows,
β`h =
∣∣x¯`hθ`u>∣∣+ 1|N `h|
∑
xt∈N `h
∣∣(x¯`h − x¯`t)w`>∣∣, (5)
where w` ∈ R1×d0 is a learnable parameter. In Eq. (5), the
first part captures the importance of node xh to the user
u. The second part describes the feature diversity of xh’s
neighborhood at the `-th layer. It is developed based on
the criterion that a node xh can be removed in the pooled
graph with negligible information loss, if xh can be well
6reconstructed by its neighboring nodes in G`u [62]. Moreover,
w` can also help balance the contributions of these two parts
in the `-th layer.
Then, the score vector β` = [β`1, β
`
2, · · · , β`K`u ]
> is mul-
tiplied with the feature matrix X¯lu to obtain the following
filtered feature matrix,
X̂`u = D
`X¯`u, (6)
where D` ∈ RK`u×K`u is a diagonal matrix. The diagonal el-
ement D`hh = σ(β
`
h), and σ(·) denotes the sigmoid function.
Then, we can obtain the adjacency matrix A`+1u and feature
matrix X`+1u of the pooled graph G`+1u as follows,
idx = rank(β`,K`+1u ), (7)
A`+1u = A
`
u(idx, idx),X
`+1
u = X̂
`
u(idx, :), (8)
where rank(·) returns the indices of the top-K`+1u values in
β`, A`u(idx, idx) is the row-wise and column-wise indexed
adjacency matrix, and X̂`u(idx, :) is the row-wise indexed
feature matrix. Then, we have A`+1u and X
`+1
u which are
new adjacency matrix and corresponding feature matrix
of a smaller graph G`+1u . In this work, we empirically set
K`+1u = dαK`ue, where α is the pooling ratio, d·e is the
ceiling function.
3.3 Feature Fusion
After repeating the TGAT and PGP operations L times, we
can obtain multiple pooled sub-graphs with different size,
i.e., G2u,G3u, · · · ,GL+1u . This hierarchical pooling operation
extracts the coarser-grained information of review graph
layer-by-layer, which can be considered as different level
representations of reviews, e.g., word-level, sentence-level,
and review-level. To integrate these sub-graph information,
we first use the max-pooling and MLP to generate repre-
sentation of each sub-graph G`u, where 2 ≤ ` ≤ L + 1, as
follows:
gˆ`u =
d0max
t=1
X`u(:, t), g
`
u = ReLU(gˆ
`
uW
`
6 + b
`
6), (9)
where W`6 ∈ Rd0×d1 and b`6 ∈ R1×d1 are the weight matrix
and bias vector. g`u denotes the representation of the sub-
graph generated at the `-th layer. Then, we concatenate the
non-linear transform of the user embedding after a MLP
layer and the representations of sub-graphs at all layers to
generate the semantic representation pu of the user u as
follows,
mu = ReLU(euW7 + b7),
pu = mu ⊕ g2u ⊕ g3u ⊕ · · · ⊕ gL+1u , (10)
where ⊕ is the concatenating operation, W7 ∈ Rd1×d1 and
b7 ∈ R1×d1 are the weight matrix and bias vector. Similarly,
we can get the semantic representation of the item i as qi.
3.4 Rating Prediction
A factorization machine (FM) layer is used to predict the
user’s preference on an item, considering the higher order
interactions between the user and item semantic features.
Specifically, we first concatenate the user and item semantic
TABLE 1: The statistics of the experimental datasets.
Dataset # Users # Items # Ratings Density
Music 1,429 900 10,261 0.80%
Office 4,905 2,420 53,228 0.45%
Toys 19,412 11,924 167,597 0.07%
Beauty 22,363 12,101 198,502 0.07%
Games 24,303 10,672 231,577 0.09%
representations as z = pu⊕qi, and the prediction yˆui of the
user’s preference can be defined as follows,
yˆui = b0 + bu + bi + zw
> +
d′∑
i=1
d′∑
j=i+1
〈vi,vj〉zizj , (11)
where b0, bu and bi are the global bias, user bias, and item
bias. w ∈ R1×d′ is the coefficient vector, and d′ = 2∗(L+1)∗
d1. vi,vj ∈ R1×k are the latent factors associated with i-th
and j-th dimension of z. zi is the value of the i-th dimension
of z. In this work, we focus on the rating prediction problem.
Thus, the model parameters Θ of RGNN can be learned by
solving the following optimization problem,
min
Θ
∑
(u,i)∈D
(
yui − yˆui
)2
+ λ
∥∥Θ∥∥2
F
, (12)
where λ is the regularization parameter. The entire frame-
work can be effectively trained by the end-to-end back
propagation algorithm.
3.5 Discussions
In this work, we build a review graph to describe all the
reviews of a user/item. If a word appears in multiple
review sentences, its neighbors in review graph aggregate
all its neighboring words (within a word window) in these
sentences. Then, TGAT is proposed to learn the word em-
bedding, considering its global context words among all
the relevant reviews. However, the CNN/RNN-based meth-
ods separately aggregate the local neighboring words of a
word in different review sentences. Moreover, TGAT em-
ploys attention mechanism to automatically assign different
importance weights to neighboring words. By performing
multiple times of PGP operations, the proposed model can
capture the long-term dependency between selected words.
Suppose the average number of selected keywords for
each user/item is Nw. The time complexity of constructing
the review graph is O
(
ωNw
)
. In practice, the review graph
construction can be performed offline. The time complexity
for RGNN to obtain the hierarchical review representation is
O
(∑L
`=1 α
`Nwd
2
0
)
, where L denotes the number of layers,
α and d0 denote the pooling ratio and word embedding
dimension. The total training time complexity of RGNN is
O
(
LNwd
2
0
)
. Moreover, the time complexity of using CNNs
to obtain the review representation is O
(
MSNwd0
)
, where
M and S denote the number of convolutional kernels and
the convolutional kernel size, respectively. Thus, compared
with the CNN based methods, the proposed RGNN model
is not complicate or can be even more efficient.
4 EXPERIMENTS
We empirically perform extensive experiments on real
datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
7TABLE 2: The performances of different recommendation algorithms evaluated by MSE. The best results are in bold faces
and the second best results are underlined. N denotes the average improvements achieved by RGNN over all datasets. ∗
indicates RGNN significantly outperforms all baselines with p < 0.05 using student t-test on the dataset.
Dataset PMF CDL DeepCoNN ANR NARRE CARL NRPA RMG DAML RGNN
Music 1.8783 1.2987 0.7909 0.7825 0.7688 0.7632 0.7658 0.7560 0.7401 0.7319∗
Office 0.9635 0.8763 0.7315 0.7237 0.7266 0.7193 0.7343 0.7348 0.7164 0.7125∗
Toys 1.6091 1.2479 0.8073 0.7974 0.7912 0.8248 0.8100 0.8435 0.7909 0.7786∗
Games 1.5260 1.6002 1.1234 1.1038 1.1120 1.1308 1.1259 1.1496 1.1086 1.0996∗
Beauty 2.7077 1.7726 1.2210 1.2021 1.1997 1.2250 1.2034 1.2419 1.2175 1.1885∗
N Improvements 83.47% 45.69% 3.26% 2.38% 1.74% 3.04% 2.57% 4.29% 1.25% -
RGNN method, comparing with state-of-the-art review-
based recommendation methods.
4.1 Experimental Setting
4.1.1 Datasets
The experiments are performed on the Amazon review
dataset [63], which has been widely used for product
recommendation. We choose the following 5-core review
subsets for evaluation: “Musical Instruments”, “Office Prod-
ucts”, “Toys and Games”, “Beauty”, and “Video Games”
(respectively denoted by Music, Office, Toys, Beauty, and
Games). Table 1 summarizes the details of these experimen-
tal datasets.
4.1.2 Setup and Metric
For each dataset, we randomly choose 80% of the user-item
review pairs for model training, and the remaining 20%
review pairs are used for model evaluation. In addition,
a validation set is constructed by randomly sample 10%
of ratings from the training data. As this work focuses
on the rating prediction task, the performances of the rec-
ommendation algorithms are typically evaluated by Mean
Square Error (MSE), which has been widely used in previous
studies [26], [29]. The definition of MSE is as follows:
MSE =
1
|Dtest|
∑
(u,i)∈Dtest
(yui − yˆui)2, (13)
where Dtest denotes the set of all tested user-item rating
pairs. From the definition in Eq. 13, we can note that lower
MSE indicates better performances.
4.1.3 Baseline Methods
We compare RGNN with the following recommendation
methods:
• PMF [64]: This is the probabilistic matrix factorization
model.
• CDL [22]: This is a hierarchical Bayesian model that
employs SDAE for learning features from the content
information and collaborative filtering for modeling the
rating behaviors.
• DeepCoNN [23]: This method contains two parallel
networks, which focus on modeling the user behaviors
and learning the item properties from the review data.
• ANR [28]: This is aspect-based neural recommendation
model that learns aspect-based representations for the
user and item by an attention-based module. Moreover,
the co-attention mechanism is applied to the user and
item importance at the aspect-level.
TABLE 3: Performances of RGNN with respect to different
settings of L.
Music Office Toys Games Beauty
L=1 0.7572 0.7130 0.7830 1.1021 1.1964
L=2 0.7319 0.7125 0.7786 1.1025 1.1946
L=3 0.7557 0.7145 0.7825 1.0996 1.1903
L=4 0.7557 0.7149 0.7802 1.1017 1.1885
• NARRE [24]: This method uses an attention mechanism
to model the importance of reviews and a neural re-
gression model with review-level explanation for rating
prediction.
• CARL [29]: This is a context-aware representation
learning model for rating prediction, which uses convo-
lution operation and attention mechanism for review-
based feature learning and factorization machine for
modeling high-order feature interactions.
• NRPA [26]: This method uses a review encoder to
learn the review representation, and a user/item en-
coder with personalized attention mechanism to learn
user/item representations from reviews.
• RMG [31]: This method utilizes a multi-view learning
framework to incorporate information from the review-
content view and user-item interaction view for recom-
mendation.
• DAML [25]: This method employs CNN with local
and mutual attention mechanism to learn the review
features and improve the interpretability of the recom-
mendation model.
4.1.4 Parameter Settings
In this work, we implement the proposed RGNN model
by Pytroch and choose Adam [65] as the optimization
method to learn the model parameters. The dimensional-
ity of the semantic space d0 and the rating space d1 are
chosen from [8, 16, 32, 64, 128]. The learning rate γ is varied
in [0.005, 0.001, 0.0005], and regularization parameter λ is
varied in [1.0, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001]. The batch size is chosen
in [64, 128, 256]. Moreover, the number of layers L is varied
in [1, 2, 3, 4], and the pooling ratio α is set to 0.5. The hyper-
parameters of baseline methods are set following original
papers. For all evaluated methods, we employ early stop-
ping strategy for model training, and the optimal hyper-
parameters are chosen based on the performances on the
validation data.
4.2 Performance Comparison
Table 2 summarizes the results of different recommendation
methods. We can make the following observations.
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Fig. 4: Performances of RGNN variants on Music, Office, and Toys datasets.
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Fig. 5: Performances of RGNN with respect to different settings of d0, d1, and α on Music dataset.
• The review-based recommendation methods signifi-
cantly outperforms PMF, which demonstrates the im-
portance of review data for improving recommendation
accuracy.
• The neural methods using CNNs and attention mecha-
nism (e.g., DeepCoNN and NARRE) achieve better per-
formances than CDL. The potential reason is that CDL
employs bag-of-words model to process the review
data, thus ignores the word order and local context
information.
• The review-based methods based on attention mech-
anism (e.g., NARRE, NRPA, RMG) outperform Deep-
CoNN, by learning the importance of words or reviews
for better understanding of users’ rating behaviours.
DAML usually performs best among baseline methods.
It utilizes mutual attention of the CNN to study the
correlation between the user reviews and item reviews,
thus can capture more information about the user pref-
erences and item properties.
• RGNN consistently achieves the best performances on
all datasets. The improvements over baselines are sta-
tistically significant with p < 0.05 using student t-test.
In RGNN, the user/item reviews are described by a
directed review graph with preserving the word or-
ders, which can capture the global and non-consecutive
topology and dependency information between words
in reviews. Moreover, the PGP operator extracts hierar-
chical and coarser-grained representations of reviews
while considering the user/item-specific properties,
thus can further help improve the recommendation
performance.
Moreover, Table 3 summarizes the performances of
RGNN with respect to different settings of L. On Music,
Office, Toys datasets, the best performances of RGNN are
achieved by setting L to 2. On Games and Beauty datasets,
RGNN achieves the best performances, when L is set to 3
and 4, respectively. This demonstrates the effectiveness of
the hierarchical graph representation learning.
4.3 Ablation Study
To investigate the importance of each component of RGNN,
we conduct ablation studies to evaluate the performances of
the following RGNN variants:
• RGNN-T: RGNN without considering the word orders
(i.e., removing the edge type embedding in Eq. (2)).
• RGNN-P: RGNN without considering personalized
properties of users/items (i.e., using the same θ` for
all users/items in Eq. (5)).
• RGNN-S: RGNN without considering the feature di-
versity of a node’s neighborhood in estimating the node
importance (i.e., removing the second part in Eq. (5)).
The experimental results on Music, Office, and Toys datasets
are summarized in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, RGNN
outperforms RGNN-T on Music dataset. This indicates that
the word order is important in extracting semantic informa-
tion from reviews for recommendation. Moreover, RGNN
achieves better performances than RGNN-P and RGNN-S
in terms of MSE. This result demonstrates that the proposed
PGP operator can help improve the recommendation ac-
curacy via capturing more informative review words for a
user/item. When estimating the importance of a node (i.e.,
word), the proposed PGP operator considers the user/item-
specific properties, as well as the feature diversity of a
node’s neighborhood in the review graph.
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Review document of user (ID: 701): Review document of item (ID: 594): 
"I absolutely love these strings. I'm used to playing higher 
tension strings and these fit the bill perfectly. They have a 
great full sound and after breaking them in after a couple 
weeks of playing they give a really good classic P bass sound. 
Its not for people who want the modern brighter sound but for 
the classic 50s 60s and 70s sound these are great!", 
'Only issue they break easily. But they last a long time and 
sound great. Well worth the money. Crisp and fresh tone for a 
long time.', 
"I love these strings they are a little more mellow than most 
mando strings so they sit in the mix and let the guitars cut 
though a little more. I'm hoping they last a while!", 
'I love these cables. I ordered two about a year and change ago 
and they are my main cables for my bass and guitar rigs. They 
are still perfect and they get used for many hours each day' 
"I've used both the ES-57 and ES-58 for several years now. They 
are a fantastic mic, great quality and construction...I would 
probably suggest a higher end if you were studio recording but I 
set up for live sound in and outdoors and these work great..." 
"This mic has a very solid construction and looks and feels like a 
SM57...I think it will do just fine." 
"Wow, I will never buy another SM-57 again...I am so psyched 
that I found this microphone, it's perfect. But seriously, the sound 
quality has never once disappointed me...But everyone else has 
talked about sound, so I want to talk about build quality.It's solid, 
has some weight to it, and the plastic at the top feels exactly right." 
"I run the sound for local bands and I use SM's because they can 
take abuse and still sound great...A little less bass but that doesn't 
mean it is a thin sound - it certainly is not. I can get it to sound the 
same as the SM if I EQ it slightly but I like the natural sound 
anyway. Also, the signal is a bit hotter but I really like the tone for 
both vocals and for instruments. Value for money it can't be beat. 
If you are on a budget, get one....", 
"I bought this to replace my Blue Snowball because I've reached 
that point where I require something that sounds a little bit more 
professional than what I was using...My voice sounds great with 
this thing...With this, my voice is strong and clear...The materials 
feel high quality. This feels like a professional microphone...All I 
can tell you is that this thing sounds freaking amazing... So if 
you're looking for a vocal/podcast mic, this is a great, cheap 
option. Are there better options? Sure, but not for this price. Not 
even close. Recommended wholeheartedly." 
Review given by user 701 on item 594: 
This is the equivalent to the Shure SM-57 except for a quarter 
of the price. The quality is almost the same and in terms of 
recording they are pretty much the same as well. There allow a 
more natural sound than the SM57 I believe and are thus a 
better product! 
Rating given by user 701 on item 594: 
Real rating value: 5.0; Predicted rating value: 5.064 
Fig. 6: Highlighted words according to importance scores in the review documents of a user-item pair.
4.4 Parameter Sensitivity Study
In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate the sen-
sitivity to hyper-parameters for RGNN. The dimensionality
of the semantic space d0 and the dimensionality of the rating
space d1 are varied in {4, 8, 16, 32, 48, 64, 128}. The graph
pooling ratio α is adjusted in {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}. The
results on Music dataset are summarized in Figure 5. We can
note that the best MSE can be achieved by setting d0 and d1
to 16. Larger dimensionality of the latent semantic space
and rating space cause more computation cost, however
may not help improve the rating prediction accuracy. For
the pooling ratio, we can notice that the best setting for α
on Music dataset is 0.5. Moreover, RGNN usually achieves
better performances by setting α < 0.5, compared by setting
α > 0.5. One potential reason is that when α > 0.5 more
nodes would be kept by the pooling operation, thus the
“noise nodes” are more likely to be involved in learning
the hierarchical review graph representations.
4.5 Case Study
In addition, we also conduct a case study to further explore
whether RGNN can select informative words in the graph
pooling layer. We sample a user-item pair in test data and
extract the review documents of the user and item. Figure 6
visualizes the heat maps of these review documents. We
highlight the words extracted from the first PGP layer
of RGNN. The darker the word background indicates the
larger the importance score of the word (refer to Eq. (5)). As
shown in Figure 6, the words “playing”, “sound”, “money”,
and “long” are highlighted in user reviews. These words
indicate that this user may be more interested in the quality
and price of an item. Moreover, in the item reviews, the
words “high”, “quality”, “solid”, “sound”, and “cheap”
which describe the item properties are selected in the first
pooling layer. In the review given by the user on the item,
from the words “price”, “quality”, “natural”, and “sound”,
we can argue that the user’s high rating on this item is
indeed, because this item meets the concerns of the user.
Hence, this case again demonstrates that the PGP layer can
select informative words from the review graphs, thus can
help improve the recommendation accuracy.
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose a novel review-based recom-
mendation model, namely Review Graph Neural Network
(RGNN), which incorporates the advantages of graph at-
tention networks and hierarchical graph pooling in under-
standing users’ review behaviors for recommendation. In
RGNN, the reviews of each user/item are described by
a directed graph, which simultaneously considers the co-
occurrence of words and the word orders. RGNN employs
a type-aware graph attention network and a personalized
graph pooling operator to learn hierarchical semantic rep-
resentations for users and items from the review data. A
factorization machine layer is then developed to predict
the user’s rating on an item, considering the interactions
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between the user and item semantic features. The experi-
mental results on five real-world datasets show that RGNN
consistently outperforms state-of-the-art review-based rec-
ommendation methods, in terms of MSE. For future work,
we would like to extend RGNN to solve the top-N item
recommendation problem.
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